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M Y H OMETOWN
By Amanda K. Tremba

In his song, My Hometown,
Bruce Springsteen sings “now
Main Streets whitewashed
windows and vacant stores
seems like there ain’t nobody
wants to come down here no
more…your hometown”. Fortunately, my hometown is not
what Springsteen was writing
about. Shepherdstown, West
Virginia is rich in history and
was settled by Thomas ShepShepherdstown, West Virginia.
herd in 1734, the oldest settled town in West VirPhoto provided by Amanda Tremba.
ginia. He set aside 50 acres and laid out a town, called
Mecklenburg, which received its charter in 1762
from the Virginia Assembly. The town has a mix of styles from Georgian, Greek Revival,
and Italianate to Beaux Arts and even a few bungalows. By the time of the Revolution,
the town had approximately 1,000 inhabitants.
Continued on Page 9
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M Y H OMETOWN

By Christina Branham

Some of you know about my “thing” for Jell-O...in
scholarly terms, it freaks me out. This has not been a
life-long condition, in fact for the most part I did not
give it much thought, as it was not a staple in our
household (probably because it was not chocolate).
For me it was something other kids ate, or a food for
dieters, the sickly, and as I got older I learned some
found alternative recreation with the stuff.
My issues with Jell-O started innocently
enough only last May. Our family gathered at my
aunt and uncles home for a Memorial Day/my
cousin’s wife’s birthday celebration. She had received a gag gift from her friends; a cookbook called
The New Joys of Jell-O, circa 1973. Knowing my
interest in all things vintage, she brought it over to
share with me. (I took it home.) Initially I was
wowed by the photos of people in their finest Seventies garb, enjoying buffets arrayed with every form of
Jell-O imaginable.
Continued on Page 5
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Welcome to spring
and the end of our
academic year! It is
certainly hard to believe that its already
the end of the Winter
term; remember
when I said that it’ll
be warm before you
know it!
REGISTRATION/
SCHEDULING
Registration has begun for Spring, Summer, and Fall classes
and we cannot stress
enough how important it is to register
early! Course registration will continue
throughout the Spring
and Summer terms.
The Field School
(GHPR 636) will be
held both downstate
and up north. The
orientation and masonry seminars will
be held on May 21
from 4:00PM to
9:00PM at the International Masonry

Institute (IMI) offices in Saline. From June 1 to 6
we will be working at the DeYoung Farmstead
just north of Traverse City. This is the Leelanau
Conservancy property where we held the Adaptive Use class last fall. We will be assisting them
with a variety of tasks including inventorying the
numerous artifacts in the house and powerhouse,
assessing structural stability, understanding mortar
analysis, and working on a plan for the actual reuse and/or restoration of the buildings. Dr.
Mayda will be offering both American Cultural
Landscapes (GEOG 531) and Settlement Geography
(GEOG 333) up north this Summer
term. GEOG 531 is both an online and on-site
course; the on-site portion is from July 31-Aug. 2;
GEOG 333 will be offered from August 3 to 7.
My up north class in the Fall term is Preserving
Community Character (GHPR 638); it will be held
in Elk Rapids and offered on two long weekends
of Sept. 18-20 and October 9-11. A reminder: the
National Trust conference is in Nashville, TN this
year, which is within driving distance. Our annual
EMU Alumni/Student/Friend reception will be
held on Friday, October 16 from 5:00 to 6:30
PM; venue details to be announced closer to the
conference.
WELCOME NEW STUDENTS!!!
We accepted 12 new students this Winter term,
join me in welcoming them to the program!
Alexandra Berneis, Ryan Brooks, Peter Cornils,
Robin Currier, Matthew Daly, Therese DuPree,
Kathy Fortener, Sally Frye, Stephen Holowicki,
Caleb Klingler, Erik Krogol, and Lauren Roberts.
CONGRATUALTIONS GRADUATES!!!
Please join us in applauding the following students
who are about to embark into the professional
world of Historic Preservation:
Fall 2008 Graduates:
Laura Fry, John Golen, Kenneth Lingaur
(certificate), Edward Mackowiak (certificate), and
Leslie Van Veen!
Winter 2009 Graduates:
Tegan Baiocchi, Aimee D’Agostini,
Pamela German, Kelly Kowatch,
Amanda Litzinger, Meredith Long,
Valerie Marvin, Deborah Odette, Erica Pearson,
Michelle Perry, Linda Rivetto, and
January Wawro!
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P.E. D IRECTOR ’ S C ORNER
By Anthony Timek,
Director of Preservation Eastern

Last year was truly hopping!
• The Monroe County Historical Museum, a
remarkable repository of knowledge, hosted
the Fall Networking Mixer. Museum Director and HP alum John Gibney, Assistant
Director David Ingall, Archivist Chris Kull,
and a host of others presented their professional paths.
• The pièce-de-résistance of December was the
combined Holiday Party and Vernacular
Gingerbread House Contest. The judging
panel consisted of Ilene Tyler, Dr. Norman
Tyler, and Dr. Marshall McLennan. During
this event the Constitutional amendment
granting the PE executive board the flexibility
to set dues annually passed overwhelmingly!
• PE sponsored a trip on January 24 to the 196th
anniversary of the Battle of Frenchtown/River Raisin. Fellow PE’ers Cynthia
Christensen and Xian Zhang joined me for the
re-enactment and wreath ceremony. An ancestor of Cynthia’s was in the battle and she participated in laying this year’s wreath. Other
PE’ers joined the festivities in the latter (and
warmer) part of the day.
• On February 6, several PE members attended
the Michigan Association of Planning student conference which was held this year at
EMU.
• We held two workshops this semester: one on
public communications with Dr. Christine
Day of EMU’s College of Business and another
resume workshop with Kelly Kowatch.
Thanks to PE’s Business Officer Veronica Robinson and PE member Tracy Aris for putting
these workshops together.
• On April 16, several PE members participated
in the National Trust’s “This Place Matters”, a photo-sharing campaign designed to
celebrate the architectural and cultural significance of EMU’s King Hall.
• The Winter 2009 Networking Mixer was
held at the Leslie Science Center in Ann Arbor
and, as per usual, a fabulous time was had by
all. Charlie The Tuna was won by Ward
Mullens of EMU’s Marketing and Communications Department! Thanks to our professionals
and our PE members who put this together!
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By Veronica Robinson

While working in the Ypsilanti Historical Society Archives,
I’ve had some interesting opportunities to research different
aspects of this city’s fascinating history. I never knew that
Ypsilanti had such a rich history and so many great stories –
for instance, did you know that Phyllis Diller, famous
American comedienne of the 1960s, lived here in the 1940s
while her husband worked for the Willow Run Bomber
Plant? “Buffalo” Bill Cody had family in Saline and his famous Wild West Show set up in Recreation Park in 1900 for
two performances. And Elijah McCoy – famous inventor of
a lubrication device that revolutionized the railroad industry
and believed to be the origin of the phrase “The Real
McCoy”- lived here most of his life.
http://www.ypsilantihistoricalsociety.org
I usually come across these sleeping stories while assisting researchers with their work. Many of our research requests come long distance in the form of letters, emails and phone calls from all
over the country as well as a few from Canada and Europe. One such request came all the way from Alberta, Canada. I received a
phone call from a professor from the University of Calgary. He had been researching a famous First Nations doctor and orator from the
mid-nineteenth century and discovered newspaper articles indicating that this man had died here in Ypsilanti in 1869. Though I am still
performing more research as to the details of the doctor’s death, I found his death announcement in the Ypsilanti Commercial – six
months after he was believed to have died in Quebec.
Another request came from Pennsylvania. An amateur researcher was investigating the female doctors of the nineteenth century who attended medical school at the Medical College of Pennsylvania. Three such women were Dr. Ruth Gerry, Dr. Helen Walker
McAndrew and Dr. Cynthia Smith – all of whom practiced medicine in Ypsilanti in the late nineteenth century. These women were
pioneers of their time as medicine was not considered an appropriate career path for the fairer sex. Ypsilanti was quite progressive in
this area as well, as there was a Women’s Hospital at 57 Pearl Street – which employed many of these female doctors – even before the
University of Michigan Medical School began accepting female students. Also notable to our architecture-savvy students, Dr. McAndrew and her husband built and resided in an octagon house on River Street, which sadly, no longer stands.
In addition to fulfilling research requests, I have had a little time to do my own research into Ypsilanti’s past. I live in the converted attic of a beautiful Second Empire home, which was is now an apartment building. Since it is a historic house, I was quite curious
about its story. After some searching in the vertical files and city directories I found it was originally built in the early 1890s and owned
by a charismatic, one-armed professor of the Michigan State Normal College (now EMU,) named Austin George. The house was converted to Apartments around 1937 and George’s son, Austin Jr. continued to live in one of the apartments for many years after that. I
have more research to perform, but it is possible that the house was used as housing for Willow Run Bomber Plant employees during
WWII as were many of Ypsilanti’s large historic homes – including the Ypsilanti Historical Society!
While sifting through piles of photographs, old books and newspaper articles, you never know what you may find. A few
months back, while going through a large number of old books in our archive, we came across one that had been misplaced years ago.
This book was an original copy of the suggested improvements to our fair city by the Olmstead Brothers firm, who designed the White
House grounds as well as New York City’s Central Park. This plan suggested creating many more parks, a river walk along the Huron
and even suggested changing the design of our “ill-proportioned” water tower.
Ypsilanti is full of incredibly interesting stories, and with a little research, you might be surprised at what you can find – I
know I have been!
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A U NIQUE O PPORTUNITY : M ARITIME P RESERVATION T HROUGH C ONTINUED U SE
By Nathan Nietering
One of the most interesting things about maritime preservation
here on the Great Lakes it that several unique factors combine to
provide something few other places can match: preservation
through continued use. While the shipping industry in other locations around the world may simply discard older ships once they
have met their life expectancy, we have the opportunity to see ships
sailing our fresh waters which truly do qualify as “historic.”
Take the steamer St. Mary’s Challenger, a dry-powder cement carrying lake freighter which currently holds the distinction as
the oldest operating freighter on the Great Lakes. It not only
eclipses the “standard” 50 year old historic distinction, but doubles
that and then some! It was constructed at Great Lakes Engineering
Works right here in Ecorse, MI in 1906, a full six years before the
fateful voyage of the RMS Titanic. Sailing under various names in
the iron ore trade, a new Skinner Uniflow type steam engine was
installed in 1950, which continues to power this vessel today. In
1966, it was converted for use in the special trades dry cement
industry, a niche which has saved several other older, smaller lake
boats from going to the scrapper’s torch. Although the rumors
continue to circulate every year that each season will be her last, the
St. Mary’s Challenger continues sailing the Great Lakes to this day.
Additionally, nearly two dozen other freighters continue to sail on
the Great Lakes which now are over 50 years old.
So, what makes our situation so unique? There are a few
factors. The first is the generally cold, freshwaters which flow
through the lakes. This causes the hull steel on lake boats to corrode at a much slower rate than the steel on ocean vessels which
constantly ply the brackish salt waters of the high seas. Some estimate a Great Lakes vessel to have twice the lifespan of an ocean
vessel for this reason alone. A second factor in the longevity of
Great Lakes freighters is the three month layup season from late
December to late March.

While ice flows clog shipping lanes, vessels are tied up safely in harbors, where expert shipyards can perform repairs of almost any degree.
This constant maintenance and investment prolongs the life of these
vessels, something which may not be found on the oceans where trading continues 365 days a year.
Some of these shipyards are the last places where “lost art”
technologies can still be found. In 2000, the large Liberty Ship John W.
Brown, which participated in the European Theatre during WWII
(launched in 1942), made a triumphant tour around the Great Lakes,
offering tours, living history cruises, and other events at ports throughout the region. What is less known, however, is that the real reason
behind this Great Lakes tour was so the ship could spend time at the
Toledo Ship Repair yard, one of the last places in the world a boat with
a riveted steel plate hull can have riveting repair work done. The John
W. Brown is also one of the very last boats powered by a tripleexpansion type steam engine (think the engine room as seen in the
movie “Titanic”), and the Great Lakes are one of the last places steam
engines regularly power vessels in commercial trades. In 2008, nearly
two dozen vessels still sail around the lakes powered by steam engines
(mostly steam turbine types), while an additional eight or so vessels
were built as steamers but have since been repowered with diesel engines.
Finally, we cannot limit this “preservation due to continued
use” to only the vessels which ply our local freshwaters. Around the
lakes, countless other lock systems, bridges, loading and unloading
devices, and other related systems prove very historic, yet continue to
be used today. At the Soo Locks, the MacArthur Lock sees daily use; it
was constructed in 1942. Detroit’s Rouge River and South Chicago’s
Calumet River are just two places where railroad and automobile bascule- and vertical lift bridges continue to see service through the shipping season, some of which date to the 1920s or before! Several of
these are listed on State Registers of Historic Places, some on National
Register, and many are highly regarded by industry and engineering
enthusiasts for their historic value. With this in mind, it is easier to see
that maritime preservation is all around us, even if not associated with a
Museum or Historical Society.

D OO -W OP A RCHITECTURE : A N E AST C OAST P HENOMENON
By Anthony Timek
Characterized by extreme angles, glass walls, neon signs, unusual color schemes, and decorative night-time lighting, Doo-Wop architecture is
found on the barrier island and seaside resort of Wildwood, New Jersey. With rising land values, these structures continue to be threatened
with demolition and replacement with condominiums. Lucky for us, The Doo-Wop Preservation League (doowopusa.org) was formed to
work with motel owners, lobby for an historic district, and promote heritage tourism. The National Trust placed Wildwood on its 2006 most
endangered list as about 100 motels have been demolished.
The style’s namesake, Doo-Wop, is a style music characterized by vocal harmony popular at the time the motels were built in the 1950’s and
1960’s. Wildwood was a night club mecca that headlined rock-n-roll performers such as Chubby Checker and Bill Haley.
Doo-Wop and its west coast cousin Googie are similar mid-century commercial architectural styles in terms of effect. Googie is also
known as coffee shop architecture since it is mostly associated with this function in greater Los Angeles. Read Alan Hess’s “Googie: Fifties
Coffee Shop Architecture” for more information. Many of the Doo-Wop motels exhibited themes such as tiki (thatched roof), space exploration (starburst motif), and phony colonee (the Cold War was on and the bicentennial was coming). Others exuded modern and wacky-tacky
design that reflected movement in architecture. And the name of the motel is a key characteristic to the architecture and motifs: The Ebb
Tide, Lollipop, Kona Kai, Satellite, Imperial 500, and Saratoga are just a few examples. Doo-Wop reflected contemporary post-war beliefs
and values of a prosperous, modern, and mobile America. Those beliefs were validated by mass automobile ownership and the rite of summer
vacation.
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From Page 1 Jell-O: A Quest for Understanding

Then I started reading the recipes. The desserts were fine; it was the salads...vegetables in Jell-O...meat in Jell-O? What??? For example, Antipasto Salad consists of salt, vinegar, salami, swiss
cheese, celery, onion and olives embedded in lemon Jell-O.
Other delicious choices include Turkey-Soufflé Salad, Spanish
Tuna Salad, and Jellied Avocado Ring. What would possess
people to not only come up with these recipes, but to actually
eat them? My aunt chimed in that it was surprising how good
these crazy-sounding dishes were, and that there was a time no
gathering was complete without at least one Jell-O mold. She
then disappeared for a couple of minutes, and returned with
her own cookbook...the original Joys of Jell-O, from the midSixties! After proclaiming my aunt a closet-Jell-O-freak, I left
with her cookbook as well. I was hooked. How did Jell-O go
from being considered an elegant, trendy food to the gauche,
kids-only notion of today? Thus began my research into the
mystery of Jell-O...
From The New Joys of Jell-O, c.1973

WHAT IS JELL-O?
To me Jell-O always seemed a semi-food, not plant, not animal,
just a quivering blob of sugar. Now that I know, well...maybe this is where I should put in a disclaimer for the faint of heart. As citizens
of modern society, we eat all kinds of things not really knowing what went into it. Contrary to popular belief, gelatin is not made of
horse hooves. According to the Gelatin Manufacturers Institute of America, gelatin is made from “collagen derived from the skin, white
connective tissue and bones of animals.” Hooves are like fingernails and hair, made of keratin, they do not contain the required collagen.
What a relief. We are talking cows and pigs, so therefore, our Jell-O is a quivering mass of sugar and protein. In fact gelatin is 84-90%
high-grade protein, so Jell-O can be considered a fairly nutritious snack, aside from what ever is floating inside of it. (Gelatin Manufacturers Institute of America, Q & A/FAQ, http://www.gelatin-gmia.com/html/qanda.html)
A (SORT OF) BRIEF HISTORY OF JELL-O
Jell-O (really the brand name used much the same as Kleenex is used
for facial tissue), began in 1845 when inventor Peter Cooper patented the first
powdered gelatin dessert product. He did not pursue wide distribution, and
cooks wishing to serve a fancy gelatin dish continued to toil in the usual method
of the time: boiling sheets of prepared gelatin in egg whites then straining
through a jelly bag. This was a very time consuming process.
In 1897 Pearle B. Wait, a cough medicine manufacturer in LeRoy, NY,
developed the fruit-flavored version of Cooper’s powdered gelatin. Wait’s wife
May is credited with naming the product Jell-O. Two years later in 1899, Wait
sold the business to his neighbor, Orator F. Woodward, for $450.
The first Jell-O ad ran in Ladies’ Home Journal in 1902. Early Jell-O
advertising featured fashionable women and adorable children, namely the Jell-O
girl who debuted in 1904. The product was marketed as a smart, savvy way to
feed your children nutritiously, and an opportunity for the American housewife
to express her creativity in the kitchen. The first Jell-O recipe book also appeared in 1904. By 1912 Jell-O had its first celebrity endorsement from Ethyl
Barrymore. In the first quarter of the Twentieth Century, immigrants entering
the United States through Ellis Island were welcomed with a serving of Jell-O...I
wonder how many questioned the trip at that point?
By the 1930’s “congealed” salads had become very popular, with the
average cookbook allocating one-third of its salad recipes to them. Jell-O continJell-O Production process
ued to produce its own cookbooks as well, including a beautiful 1933 marketing piece
called, “What Mrs. Dewey Did with the New Jell-O!” This book provided recipes using the new warm-water set formula, and through
narrative, also reinforced the idea of “good women use Jell-O.” It begins with Mrs. Dewey feeding her daughter, and ends with her
showing her friends just how sophisticated she is with her Fresh Asparagus Salad.
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World War II forced Americans to see Jell-O in a new light, as a food stretcher. Once considered creative, suspending food in gelatin
also makes it go farther. The Jell-O cookbooks of the era had recipes with few or no ration points, and made careful use of precious
ingredients like fruit, eggs and cream. The 1950’s saw a special line extension called Gelatin for Salads. Flavors included Celery,
Mixed Vegetable, Italian and Seasoned Tomato. As stomach-turning as these are, it makes more sense to put carrots, spinach and
chives in vegetable flavored Jell-O, rather than lemon or lime, but obviously these flavors didn’t catch on. As more women began entering the workforce in the late Sixties and Seventies, the campaign was “faster is better” in an effort to keep Jell-O on those women’s
shopping lists.
JELL-O: AMERICA’S FOOD
As Sarah E. Newton notes in her article, “’The Jell-O Syndrome’: Investigating Popular Culture/Foodways,” Jell-O is perhaps our one “national” food. It bridges regional, ethnic and economic groups; almost everyone has a Jell-O story of some sort, and it
has played a role in public and private festivities for over 100 years. Although Jell-O is inexpensive and versatile, a survey done in the
1970’s by Young & Rubicam (Jell-O’s ad agency) tells us what we already know: its appeal lies in its emotional connotations. It reminds us of Grandma, our youth, its fun to play with, and to gross our friends out with. Further, its marketing depicts the shifts in our
society, from targeting the housewife, then working mother, then children themselves.
So how did Jell-O go from cosmopolitan to tacky? Some pin the blame on Julia Child and her de-mystification of French
cuisine for the masses on 1960’s television. Personally I think it is more tied to the general rebellion that began in that era; what is
more “establishment” than Jell-O? Really, Jell-O wrestling, Jell-O shots and the like run completely against what the product stands
for: “Delicate, Delightful, Dainty” were words emblazoned on the early logo. In addition Jell-O began to be featured in the arts as
“hick” and unsophisticated, such as in Garrison Keillor’s “A Prairie Home Companion” radio show. The association became smalltown and Mid-West.
Perhaps the ultimate example of Jell-O as a joke is The Smithsonian Institutes mock Jell-O conference held on April 1, 1991.
Seminar topics included “Jell-O as Technological System” and “White Religious Cults: Lime Jell-O and Little Marshmallows.” For the
“Jell-Off” cooking contest, entries were judged on the following: level of disgust, political (in)correctness, jiggle, odor and aesthetics.
Declining image aside, there are 158 Jell-O products on the market today, and annual sales average 300 million boxes.
For me, Jell-O remains an amusing mystery, one I will continue to investigate; I bravely made my first vintage Jell-O recipe
for Thanksgiving this past year, Apple Cheese Mold—apples, pecans, salt and pepper, and
cottage cheese in lemon Jell-O. My cousin’s wife was amused, my little cousins were scared
(“Mom don’t put anything gross on my plate!”), and I think my grandmother thought I was
seriously trying to make a contribution to the meal (“It’s not that bad.”), and my aunt
thought it was good. It was bad, but I gained an appreciation for the intricacies of Jell-O
making. I will not be making that one again, especially with so many tempting recipes to try,
but I think we may have a new family tradition, Christina’s Nasty Jell-O...and I have to use
my vintage Tupperware mold, handed down by my aunt!
My first attempt at
vintage Jell-O salad.

Jell-O humor: A little boy is sitting at the table with a dish of Jell-O in front of him. His mother tells him
to finish his dessert. A little later, she comes by again and he still hasn’t eaten it. His mother says, “Why
don’t you finish your Jell-O?” and he answers, “I can’t. It’s not dead yet.”

JELL-O SHOTS
• In January 2001, Jell-O was declared the “Official State Snack” of Utah, by the
Utah Senate.
• Cola flavored Jell-O was introduced in 1942, but was de-listed by 1943. Yum.
• Jell-O ads from the 1920’s are worth a look; they were created by renowned
artists including Maxfield Parrish, Norman Rockwell, Guy Rowe (Giro) and
Linn Ball.
• Kept at ambient humidity and temperature, and in its original packaging, Jell-O
has a shelf life of...forever! The packaging will degrade before the Jell-O. Double-Yum.
• Research has shown that Jell-O eaten regularly can be beneficial in the treatment
of osteoarthritis. The amino acids in the gelatin protect cartilage.
• Seedless grapes will sink in Jell-O.
• When hooked to an EEG, Jell-O will register brain waves identical to that of an
adult human.

JELL-O RESOURCES:
• Gelatin Manufacturers Institute of America
• Kraft Foods http://brands.kraftfoods.com/jello/
explore/history/
• Sarah E. Newton, “The Jell-O Syndrome”: Investigating Popular Culture/Foodways,” Western Folklore, Vol. 51, No. 3/4 (1992): 249-255.
• Barbara Gamarekian, “Capital Findings on Jell-O:
Loved, Hated, Hard to Nail Down,” New York
Times, April 3, 1991.
• The Jell-O Museum and Gallery
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N ANTUCKET L IGHTSHIP WLV-612
By William Danforth
The functionality of lightships and their importance to maritime history is well documented. In 1854, the first Nantucket Lightship was
anchored southeast of Nantucket Island in Massachusetts. Over the years different vessels would occupy this dangerous territory culminating in 1983 when the last of these great navigational tools, Nantucket Lightship WLV-612, was decommissioned. As a native of this
region the importance of the iconic lightship had been conveyed to me as a young boy. More recently, a close familial connection was
established with this lightship adding new layers to an already acute sense of personal connectedness.
In March of 2000, Nantucket Lightship WLV-612 landed on the auction block. After a dutiful life of service, it was left to rust
away in a Quincy, Massachusetts shipyard. This abandonment and neglect seemed an inappropriate end for such an important piece of
maritime history. My cousin William Golden, former Massachusetts State Senator and environmental attorney, was aware of the lightships doomed fate and determined to act. Responsible for initiating the massive Boston Harbor cleanup project and establishing significant Environmental Protection Agency legislation, my cousin embraces causes others view as seemingly lost. The possibility that this
floating beacon may have been purchased for it value on the scrap metal market was incentive enough for Bill and his wife Kristen to
place a bid. At the time of their successful bid, the purchase price of $126,100 established an E-Bay auction record.
What does one do with a rescued 128-foot lightship? The purchase of the lightship was predicated upon private commercial
reuse in order to recoup their investment. By his own admission, the restoration and eventual reuse of the lightship was far more extensive and costly than initially projected. Undertaking a deck down restoration and interior transformation on a utilitarian workboat is
far from simplistic. Removing asbestos and 14,000 gallons of contaminated diesel fuel marked the beginning of the three-year project.
While the ships exterior remains historically accurate down to the smallest of details, the interior, with the exception of the bridge does
not. At first glance, the bridge an area used to navigate the ship appears completely authentic. The controls and wheelhouse are constructed of original brass and remain operable. Not visible are the supplemental state of the art navigational instruments concealed in
fine hand crafted cabinetry. With the exception of a few salvaged items such as a card table used by the original crew, the 4000sq. feet
of living space bears no resemblance to the original. Employing eleven master craftsmen from the New England whaling capital of New
Bedford, Bill and Kristen insisted on the use of American made products and materials wherever possible. Cherry walls, birch soles and
granite countertops are found throughout. With a background in interior design, Kristen developed the interior floor plan and vision for
material usage.
The use of the lightship as an income generator has been highly successful. Chartering for celebrations and special events has
provided a unique and memorable experience for thousands of guests. After occupying a winter birth at Rowes Wharf in Boston for the
past six years, the lightship now winters in Manhattan. During the summer months WLV-612 swims through the same Atlantic waters
that had lapped at her bright red hull for over a half century. Resting in Nantucket Harbor from late spring until the fall, the warm
weather months are also the most lucrative for this adaptively reused icon. With a total of six cabins each with a private head, the ship
can easily accommodate 3-4 couples and their children. Private sitting areas are located throughout and two salon areas serve as entertainment space. The dining area provides seating for 12 and the galley is outfitted with commercial grade appliances. May-September
rental rates are comparable to those found on the island itself while offering comfort and amenities found in the finest of hotels.
Stories of successful adaptive use within the maritime community have become more common but remain largely unheralded.
Often stalled by the escalating costs associated with maritime restoration, projects such as the rescue and reuse of Nantucket Lightship
WLV-612 are few. The successes of this project financially and from a restoration, reuse and preservation standpoint should help shift
the common perception that such maritime initiatives are not viable. For those who wish to learn more about Nantucket Lightship
WLV-612 visit www.nantucketlightship.com

Take a look at the new additions to the H.P. Collection at the Halle Library!
- "With Heritage So Rich" by the National Trust For Historic Preservation. 1999 reprint of the 1966 edition
- "School Treasures: Architecture of Historic Boston Schools" by Doris Cole. 2002
- "Historic Preservation & The Imagined West: Albuquerque, Denver & Seattle" by Judy Mattivi Morely. 2006
- "Barns of Old Mission Peninsula and Their Stories" by Evelyn Johnson. 2007
- "Gardens and Landscapes of the National Trust For the Historic Preservation" by Susan Reyburn. 1999
- "Home Ground: Language For An American Landscape" edited by Barry Lopez. 2006
- "Interpreting Historic House Museums" edited by Jessica Donnelly. 2002
- "Politics of Historic Districts: A Primer For Grassroots Preservation" by William Schmickle. 2007
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By Laurie Buhr
Are you interested in the Civil War? Do you have a week in June available? If the answer is yes, then the Civil War Battlefield
Tour class offered by Eastern Michigan’s office of Continuing Education Department might be just what you are looking for. Last
summer, it was just what I what I was looking for. I have long been interested in the Civil War but my friends and family do not
share this passion. This was a great opportunity to see Virginia battlefields and to hear Dr. Steve Ramold’s, EMU History Department’s perspective on the War. As an added incentive, I was also able to take the class as an elective toward my HP degree.
It is hard to summarize this trip in a few paragraphs. The eight days included it all, lots of history, lots of fun, lots and
lots of walking and a great group of people. We traveled to Lexington, Kentucky, Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, Sharpsburg, Maryland (Antietam), Washington DC, and several battlefields around Richmond, Virginia including Fredericksburg, Spotsylvania,
Petersburg and Appomattox Court House. We walked battlefields, saw monuments, toured museums and historic homes, visited Arlington Cemetery and visited the Library of
Congress to research original documents from Civil
War participants.
The students on this trip covered a large
spectrum, in age (19-50+) and in backgrounds.
This diversity was one of reason why the group was
fun. Everyone was friendly and it was not difficult
to find someone who shared your interests for the
free afternoon in Washington and the evenings without planned group activities. Several evenings included planned events such as the Gettysburg Ghost
Tour by candlelight. On free evenings, large and
small groups gathered for dinner, or to share a few
brews.

History 592 Special Topic: Civil War Battlefield Tour
with Professor Steven Ramold Summer 2008; Photo
courtesy of Erika Daman.

Washington, D.C. had the most
options. We were located in a great location; downtown within walking distance to
many attractions. One night, a group walked
the National Mall to view the lighted monuments by moonlight. Another evening, almost everyone hopped on the subway and
went to a major league baseball game and
watched the Washington Senator go into
extra innings. Even for those of us who are
not avid baseball fans, it was an enjoyable
evening with a lot of laughs.
Continued on Page 11
Photo courtesy of Erika Daman.
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From Page 1 My Hometown
In 1775, General George
Washington issued a call for
“Virginia Volunteer Riflemen”. Captain Hugh Stephenson answered this call
and filled the ranks of his
company in Shepherdstown.
Boasting to be the first unit
of the United States Army,
Captain Stephenson’s company, departed Shepherdstown on July 16, 1775, in
their famous “Beeline March
to Cambridge”. In 1798 the
name of the town was
changed to Shepherd’s Town
and later contracted to Shepherdstown.
James Rumsey was
the first to demonstrate the
steamboat on the Potomac
River in town on December
3, 1787 (it’s true we have a
Yellow Brick Bank Restaurant, built ca. 1906
monument), although Robert Fulton received the credit twenty
years after Rumsey’s first successful demonstration. Bringing
our town even further national acclaim, Congressional records indicate that Shepherdstown was once considered to become the
new U.S. Capital! Shepherdstown is located less than five miles from Sharpsburg, Maryland where on September 17, 1862, the
bloodiest single-day battle of the Civil War was fought, the Battle of Antietam. During and after this battle, Shepherdstown
cared for between 5,000 and 8,000 of the 23,110 casualties.
The history of Shepherdstown continues with vibrancy and national significance to this day. On December 21, 1999
the White House announced that Shepherdstown would be the site of the Israeli-Syrian peace talks beginning on January 3,
2000. The town was abuzz with national and foreign media, President Clinton’s Marine-One helicopter, and protests. It was a
very exciting time and I even met President Clinton, verified by the official White House photo proudly displayed in my
grandma’s living room.

Prime Minister Ehud Barak, President Clinton, and
Foreign Minister Farouk al-Shara at the trilateral
meeting in Shepherdstown, West Virginia.
(01/04/00) http://www.state.gov/www/regions/
nea/shepherdstown_talks.html
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Melissa Milton-Pung, Danny Bonenberger, and Brian
Conway at the Spring Networking Mixer.

Anthony Timek’s vernacular gingerbread house!
Anthony Timek and Cynthia Christensen with a group of 1812 re-enactors returning from
wreath laying ceremony in February 2009!

Pat and Ted Ligibel with Devon Akman at the
Networking Mixer.

Cynthia Christensen wins big in the
Networking Mixer!
King Hall Matters to us! Historic Preservation students gather to celebrate one of
EMU’s architectural treasures!

Dr. Christine Day of the EMU College of Business

Jody Chansuolme:
Living History Queen!
Current and prospective students network over tasty treats! Folks in this picture include Amanda
Curylo, Kristen Young, Amanda Tremba, Brian Conway, Valerie Marvin, Tegan Baiocchi, and
Brenna Moloney.

Pamela German flaunts a 1812 re-enactment outfit at the
River Raisin Battlefield.
The American line forms at the River Raisin Battlefield in Monroe Michigan.
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From Page 8 Get a Historic Experience Through Continuing Ed!
From a heritage interpretation and tourism
perspective, we visited well-developed and wellfunded sites with extensive tourist facilities, such as
the new Visitor Center at Gettysburg, and sites where
the park ranger sat on a folding chair under a picnic
pavilion. We visited the Museum of the Confederacy
in Richmond, Virginia, established in 1896, and the
Women’s Civil War Museum in Bardstown, Kentucky, which opened in 1999. We talked to park rangers with unique approaches and styles and heard Dr.
Steve’s unvarnished interpretation of events. Though I
have read a great deal about the civil war, I found it
fascinating to hear new theories on well-known battles, such as Pickett’s charge; even after 150 years,
strategies and tactics are still being debated!
In the town of Gettysburg, the most commercialized location we visited, we experienced some
Photos courtesy of Erika Daman.
great examples of both the good and bad heritage interpretation. Using restaurants we visited during our stay I can illustrate an example of each. One was the Springhouse Tavern in the restored 1776 Dobbins House, which is listed on the National Register and has been authentically restored. It had
good food and a fantastic RUM BELLIES VENGEANCE punch with such a kick that customers are limited to 2 (though I
personally don’t recommend more than 1)! On the opposite end of the good taste spectrum, literally and figuratively, is
General Pickett’s Buffet. With a name that would make Dr. Cherem cringe, its primary redeeming feature is it location
(guess which battle site it is close to) and the ability to feed bus loads of people. I can assure you I did not see General
Pickett or any of his relatives while we were there.
A highlight of the trip was the experience of walking the battlefields and imaging the events as they unfolded. This
was not a trip where you saw things from the bus.
This was a trip where you traversed the terrain on
foot and experienced the battlefields from the
ground level perspective of the foot soldier. Although surrounded by peaceful countryside, when I
closed my eyes, I could almost imagine all the
sounds, smells and horrendous sights that took place
during these battles and in the aftermath.
I would recommend this trip to the history
enthusiast, young or even middle-aged, such as I,
but with one warning: when Dr. Steve says “be prepared to walk”, be prepared to walk! Dr. Steve sets
a fast pace. Bring well-broken in shoes and a few
band-aids. I admit, there were several evenings
when I retired immediately following dinner to soak
my feet, tend to my blisters, and prepare for the
next day’s march.

Photos courtesy of Erika Daman.
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Preservation Eastern Mission Statement:
To enrich the historic preservation education of the students of
Eastern Michigan University's Historic Preservation Program, as well
as the general public, by providing opportunities for advocacy,
networking, and growth while encouraging and promoting the
preservation of Michigan's historic and cultural resources.
Preservation Eastern is an active student organization affiliated with
Eastern Michigan University’s award winning graduate program in
Historic Preservation. Taking Part in Preservation Eastern activities
allows members to gain valuable practical experience in the many
different areas of the historic preservation field.

GET INVOLVED; J OIN A
PRESERVATION E ASTERN
COMMITTEE
E DUCATION & O UTREACH
C H AIR : V ER ONICA R OB INS ON
F UNDRAISING
C H AIR : E DW IN R OOT
H ISTORIC PRESERVATION P ROGRAM
3 0 TH A NNIVERSARY
C O -C H AIRS : T RACY K NO E LL ER
& M E GH AN S CH AFB U CH

•
•
•

Fall 2008 Board Members:
Anthony Timek

Director

Tracy Knoeller

Assistant Director

Veronica Robinson

Business Officer

Meghan Schafbuch

Communications Officer

Edwin Root

Public Relations Officer

Dr. Ted Ligibel

CHECK U S OUT ONLINE:
WWW. PRESERVATIONEASTERN. COM

CONTACT US AT:
PRESERVATIONEASTERN@ GMAIL. COM

Faculty Advisor

M EMBERSHIP C OUNTS , J OIN P RESERVATION E ASTERN
Preservation Eastern is the best way to keep up on historic preservation activities both within the department and
throughout the area. We’re planning guest speakers, a lecture series, activities, events, and trips for the upcoming
year. So join now and get involved!!! The annual membership fee is only $10 and is valid from September until August of the following year. We are excited to have you join us; your membership and involvement will insure the
future growth and success of the organization!!!
Name: _________________________________________ Date:_____________________________________

Address: __________________________________________________________________________________

Email: _______________________________________ Program of Study:___________________________
Please send this completed form with a check or money order to:
Preservation Eastern
Eastern Michigan University
Department of Geography and Geology
Historic Preservation Program
205 Strong Hall
Ypsilanti, Michigan 48197
(To be completed by PE Board Member)
Dues received on:

Method of Payment:

Payment Received By:

Membership Recorded:

